Symposium: Cognitive processes and sleep disturbances: Sleep/wake patterns in Alzheimer's disease: relationships with cognition and function.
Alzheimer's disease (AD), the most common dementing disorder of aging, is a progressive neurodegenerative disease of unknown etiology. Two of the common clinical features of AD are progressive cognitive and functional impairment, and disturbed sleep/wake patterns. We examined sleep/wake patterns and cognitive and functional status measures in a large sample of AD subjects ranging from mild to moderate-severe in impairment. All subjects survived at least 2 years after initial diagnosis. Regression analyses revealed that sleep/wake variables were highly correlated with and explained significant variance in cognitive and functional measures. More wakefulness during the night and longer REM latencies were associated with impaired cognition and function while more REM and slow-wave sleep were associated with preserved cognition and function. These results indicate that with advancing severity of the disease, sleep/wake patterns are disrupted in parallel with the disturbances in cognition and function that are the hallmarks of AD. Further, they suggest that the neural substrates underlying each process degenerate at somewhat comparable rates.